
Marking and Traceability by Telesis 

Whether your need is to meet ATF specifications, add safety information, mark company 
logo and graphics, or just for traceability—Telesis Technologies of Circleville, Ohio can 
offer the solution.  As the Industry Leader in both  Pinstamp ®, Scribe and Laser equipment, 
Telesis manufacturers system solutions to major gun manufacturers and other NSSF 
members around the world.  

 

Telesis EV25 

The EV25 is the latest advancement in the Telesis E-series family of laser marking systems, offering 25W of 
power in a high quality laser beam.   It is the solution to the most demanding marking application in 
automotive, medical, aerospace, and other commercial and industrial markets.  The enhanced performance of 
the EV25 provides a solution for marking applications that require special characteristics such as, deep 
marking, fast cycle times, and high resolution marks.  

The EV25 Advantage 

At the heart of the EV25 marking system is our air cooled, high power, industrial grade 25W, diode-pumped, 
solid-state vanadate laser.  It is designed to operate in the harshest of environments while maintaining peak 
performance for many thousands of hours of maintenance-free operation.  When the time comes for 
maintenance and component replacement, most can be done onsite thanks to its modular design, eliminating 
the need to return the laser to the factory, resulting in lost revenue due to non-productive downtime.  The 
EV25 offers a broad range of laser performance that allows the user to tailor its operation for maximum 
results in the final mark.  The EV25 offers distinct advantages over fiber lasers and other solid state lasers due 
to its superior beam quality, resulting in smaller focused spot sizes and a longer working depth of field than 
the other lasers can offer.  “Perhaps its most unique advantage,” claims National Shooting Sports Foundation 
(NSSF) member Ralph Villiotti of Telesis, “is the ability to easily deep engrave beyond the ATF depth 
requirement.”   
 

                                                
Deep engraved by Telesis EV25  
 
Contact us at Hillcrest Enterprises today to find out more. 
Call 804‐798‐8390  or email:  Bill@HillcrestEnterprises.com 
Visit us on the web at www.HillcrestEnterprises.com 

mailto:Bill@HillcrestEnterprises.com
http://www.hillcrestenterprises.com/
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